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HUMAN TRAFFICKING
IAFF 3183

Spring 2011
Course Syllabus

Mondays 3:30-6:00 PM
Rome Hall Room 352
802 22nd Street NW

Professor Michele Clark
maclark@gwu.edu
Office Hours:  Mondays  6:15-7:30
Suite 604 E, The Elliott School

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND GOALS

This class will introduce students to the complex phenomenon of human trafficking (also 
referred to as a form of modern day slavery) as defined in the United Nations Anti-
Trafficking Protocol as well as the US Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA) 
and its subsequent reauthorizations. In this class, we will discuss trafficking in human beings 
in its historical, legal, economic, political and social contexts, identifying the scope of the 
global problem, different forms of human trafficking, regional trends and practices, 
including trafficking in the United States and the different actors involved at all levels.  We 
will discuss the complexity of human trafficking in order to understand root causes in a 
globalized world as well as the relationship between supply and demand in diverse forms of 
trafficking.  We will examine the roles of government, the international community, civil 
society and individual actors in addressing the problem and will conclude with strategies that 
have proven effective in different parts of the world as well as in the United States.  

Upon completion of this course, students will be able to:
1. Define the crime of human trafficking 
2. Identify the components of a comprehensive anti-trafficking framework
3. Assess critical challenges in eradicating human trafficking in a global society.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

At the end of this course, students will be able to:
• Define human trafficking in its historical context 
• Define human trafficking according international conventions and identify elements 

of international anti-trafficking frameworks
• Define Trafficking according to the US Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 

(TVPA)
• Assess the role of the US Government in combating Trafficking in Persons (TIP)
• Identify the many forms of human trafficking in the world today
• Assess the impact of the media in creating public awareness about human trafficking 
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• Identify elements of trafficking prevention in countries of origin and destination
• Identify the role of law enforcement in eliminating trafficking in persons
• Define the components of a comprehensive victim assessment program
• Identify and assess the role of civil society actors in combating human trafficking
• Identify and assess critical challenges in eradicating human trafficking in a global 

society. Challenges will include data collection, the value of economic boycotts and 
sanctions in addressing trafficking in the supply chain; legalizing prostitution as a 
means of protecting women against trafficking, and others. 

Students will demonstrate their understanding of human trafficking through the assignments 
outlined below:  

CLASS REQUIREMENTS:

It is expected that students will attend class and come well-prepared.  Discussion based on 
assigned readings will contribute to students’ overall grade for the course.  Grades will be 
assigned based on the following:

1. Class attendance and participation (10%)
2.  Quizzes (10%)
3. Book review (15%)
4. Film Critique (15%)
5. Program Design (10%)
6.  Discussion Boards (10%)
7.  Final take-home exam (30%)

Class attendance and participation: Students are expected to attend class and come prepared. 
Attendance will be taken at each class, and factored in to students’ final grade. Planned 
absences should be cleared with professor. Assignments will not be accepted after the 
deadline unless cleared with professor. 

Pop quizzes: There will be several random short pop quizzes scattered throughout the 
semester (a maximum of 4), covering assigned readings as well as previous discussions.

Book Review:  Students will write an analytical review of a book dealing with the topic of 
human trafficking.  Students may select a book from the designated list OR may select a 
book of their own choosing PROVIDED THAT IT HAS BEEN CLEARED BY THE 
INSTRUCTOR.  The suggested length for this report is between 3 and 5 pages.  A list of 
recommended books as well as book report guidelines will be distributed in class. 

Film Critique:  Students will watch one feature-length film or documentary on human 
trafficking and write a one-page review. 

Program Design: After learning about the different anti-trafficking components, each student 
will have the opportunity to design one component based on an actual US Government 
training model. Students will submit a 1-2 page summary of their design and will be asked to 
present it to the class. Models will be provided. 
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Discussion Boards. Students will participate in assigned Discussion Boards throughout the 
semester:  Each student will post a comment about the day’s class, and will respond to one 
other post. 

Take Home Final:  Students will have one week to complete a take-home final exam, which 
will be submitted by e-mail to the instructor one week after the last class.  This take home 
will cover all class readings, discussions and guest speakers.  It will consist of essay questions, 
with the option to select 5 out of a possible 8.  Questions will assess your ability to 
synthesize the information we have discussed through answering analytical questions.     

REQUIRED TEXTS

“Disposable People:  New Slavery in the Global Economy” by Kevin Bales. University of California 
Press, 2007

“The Slave Next Door:  Human Trafficking and Slavery in America Today,” by Kevin Bales and Ron 
Soodalter. University of California Press. 2009

The US Department of State’s Trafficking in Persons Report (2008).  To be distributed in class 

(Note: Students may order these books through various electronic booksellers. Used copies 
of the first book in particular are available at very low process. Books have not been ordered 
through the University bookstore). 

Other required readings will be posted on BLACKBOARD/FILES 

NOTE: Students are encouraged to subscribe to Google Daily Human Trafficking Alerts in 
order to develop a global perspective.  

IMPORTANT DATES
Below, to help you keep track of all assignments, please find below the due dates for all 
required work (with the exception of readings):

January 10: Discussion 1
January 31: Discussion 2
February 3: Discussion 3
February 14: Book Report
March 7: Film Critique
March 21: Designated Presentations
March 28: Designated Presentations
April 4: Designated Presentations
April 11: Designated Presentations
April 18: Discussion 4
April 25: Discussion 5
May 2: TAKE HOME FINAL DUE
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CLASS LECTURES

(Please Note:  Some topics may be rearranged depending on guest speakers’ schedules. Some 
flexibility on our part is usually required!)

Week 1
January 10: INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING

Trafficking is a complex global crime affecting the lives of men, 
women and children around the world.  It is not a one-time assault 
on another human being, but a dynamic process that can span several 
continents and involve multiple players in a sordid drama that plays 
itself out in the lives of its victims over months and years. This 
lecture will provide students with an overview of human trafficking 
today and set the stage for future classes by identifying the major 
challenges to be addressed.  

Readings  :  
The Slave Next Door. Chapter 1: The Old Slavery and the New
Disposable People: Chapter 1:  The New Slavery

2010 TIP Report:  Pages 1-45 (available on line at 
http://www.state.gov/g/tip/rls/tiprpt/2010/
Scroll down to the PDF File entitled “Introduction.”

Assignment: Discussion 1.  What is your take on trafficking 
after this first lecture?  Is there anything that surprised you? 
After today, what do you want to learn more about? Each 
student will post one entry and respond to one comment. 

January 17: NO CLASS (MARTIN LUTHER KING DAY)

Week 2 THE INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE TO TRAFFICKING
January 24

The United Nations Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children,  
Supplementing the United Nations Convention Against  
Organized Transnational Crime (“The Trafficking Protocol”) 
was introduced in November 2000 and entered into force in 2002.  It 
offered the first internationally recognized definition of trafficking in 
human beings and continues to serve as a standard in international 
discourse. 

The Council of Europe Convention on Action against  
Trafficking in Human Beings was adopted by the Council of 
Europe on 16 May 2005. The aim of the Convention is to prevent 
and combat trafficking in human beings, and ensure protection of 
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victims. The Convention entered into force on 1 February 2008. 

The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE) has been actively engaged in addressing human trafficking 
across Europe since the early 1990s.  The OSCE Action Plan to 
Combat Trafficking in Human Beings provides a strong example 
of regional cooperation 

Readings:
The UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the 
United Nations Convention Against Organized Transnational 
Organized Crime available at: 
http://www.uncjin.org/Documents/Conventions/dcatoc/final_doc
uments_2/convention_%20traff_eng.pd

The Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in 
Human Beings available at 
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/trafficking/default_en.asp

The OSCE Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Human Beings 
(Available BLACKBOARD/FILES)

Speaker:  Dr. Mohamed Matter, Executive Director of the 
Protection Project, Johns Hopkins University School of International 
Studies (confirmed)

Week 3
January 31 THERE OUGHT TO BE A LAW:  THE US TRAFFICKING 

VICTIMS PROTECTION ACT (TVPA) AND US 
GOVERNMENT ANTI-TRAFFICKING POLICY

Passed by Congress in October 2000, the USTVPA outlines a comprehensive policy 
approach to addressing human trafficking both in the US and 
overseas.  Reauthorized in 2003, 2005 and 2009, the law has been 
consistently revised to improve its effectiveness, notably in its ability 
to address trafficking of American women and girls by American 
traffickers. 

This class will examine the major provisions of the TVPA, its strengths and 
weaknesses, and its overall effectiveness in addressing human 
trafficking in the US and around the world.  The class will also 
examine the role of the US Office to Monitor and Combat 
Trafficking and assess US government anti-trafficking foreign policy. 

Readings:
The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000, available at 
http://www.state.gov/g/tip/laws
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The 2010 Trafficking in Persons Report, published by the US Office to 
Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons (copies to be distributed 
in class)

Assignment:  Discussion 2.  Based on the class lecture and your 
reading of the TIP Report, discuss your opinion of the role of 
the US Government in combating TIP around the world. 
Specifically, what do you think of the idea of assessing and 
ranking other countries’ efforts? (One post, one response)

Week 4
February 7: DIFFERENT FORMS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING TODAY 

Part 1:  Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation

This class is the first of a two-part discussion on different forms of 
trafficking in human beings.  Challenges particular to each form of 
trafficking will be addressed. This class will examine trafficking for 
commercial sexual exploration of adults and children. The discussion 
will include both an international and a domestic (US) focus)

Readings:  
Disposable People, Chapter 2: Thailand 
The Slaves Next Door. Chapter 4:  Supply and Demand
The National Report on Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking: America’s 

Prostituted Children. Report published by Shared Hope 
International available at 

http://www.sharedhope.org/Resources/TheNationalReport.aspx

Assignment: Discussion 3.  Comment on the recent legislative 
changes that now classify child prostitution in the US as 

an act of Trafficking. One post, one response).  

Week 5
February 14: DIFFERENT FORMS OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING TODAY

Part II:  Forced Labor and Other Forms of Trafficking

Although sex trafficking receives the lion’s share of public attention 
and is  most frequently documented in the media, human beings are 
exploited around the world for labor, body parts and services; new, 
insidious forms of trafficking are appearing as a result of 
improvements in technology, or disguised in the chaos of ethnic 
conflict, displacement and other disasters. This class will look at a 
variety of forms of human trafficking.  

Readings:
Disposable People . Chapter 5. Pakistan: When is a Slave Not a 
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Slave? 
The Slaves next Door. Chapter 2:  House Slaves

Chapter 5:  New Business Models

“The True Cost of Shrimp: How Shrimp Industry Workers in  
Bangladesh and Thailand Pay the Price for Affordable Shrimp.” The 
Solidarity Center.  2007 (Available on BLACKBOARD/FILES) 

BOOK REPORTS DUE

February 21: NO CLASS (PRESIDENTS’ DAY_

Week 6
February 28: THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA

Newspapers, books, feature films and documentaries all focus on 
human trafficking.  From the subject of major motion pictures to the 
plots and sub-plots of thrillers, to lead human-interest articles and 
daily feature stories, human trafficking sells.  But what is the message 
being communicated? This class will first discuss the treatment of 
trafficking in news and human-interest articles.  We will then focus 
on how human trafficking is communicated through feature films 
and documentaries, examining the portrayal of the crime itself, the 
trafficked persons, and the perpetrators. The class will consider two 
questions:  The first:  as a result of reading and watching these 
stories, movies and documentaries, what has the public learned, and 
what do they know to do? The second: If these films create public 
perception, and public perception drives policy, what are the 
implications for policy makers?

Readings:  
“The Girls Next Door” by Peter Landsman. The New York Times 
Magazine, January 25, 2004

“Human Trafficking Evokes Outrage, Little Evidence
U.S. Estimates Thousands of Victims, But Efforts to Find Them Fall 
Short.” 
By Jerry Markon.  The Washington Post, September 23, 2007

Any five current (within the last month) articles on human trafficking 
from newspapers or magazines

Assignment:  Students will watch one feature length film or 
documentary and write a one-page critique. Guidelines for 
critiques as well as films to be reviewed will be found in 
Blackboard/Files. DUE MARCH 7
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Week 7
March 7: PREVENTION

Part I:  Countries of Origin (Supply)

The prevention of trafficking takes on different forms depending on 
whether we are looking at countries of origin or destination.  The 
situation is made more complex by the fact that many countries today 
are a combination of both.  This two-part discussion will look at how 
preventing trafficking must be addressed differently in countries of 
origin and countries of destination (which create the demand).  

Viewing Prevention through the lens of Vulnerability
Why and how are people vulnerable? (Individual and systemic 
factors)
What is the role of public education and awareness? 
What is the role of economic development? 
Remittances and the culture of migrant workers

Readings: 

Disposable People. Chapter 5: The Ploughman’s Lunch

When Things Fall Apart:  Qualitative Studies of Poverty in the Former Soviet 
Union, Nora Dudwick et. al, Editors. Chapters 3 and 7

TBD (article on remittances)

Assignment: Project presentations as per guidelines

FILM CRITIQUE DUE (Reviews will be posted on 
Blackboard files anonymously)

March 14: NO CLASS (SPRING BREAK)

Week 8
March 21: PREVENTION PART II: The Demand

Human Trafficking is a multi-billion dollar, demand-driven business 
that reduces human beings to the status of commodity. From 
demand for cheap labor the demand for sexual services, human 
trafficking preys on vulnerable men, women and children. This class 
will look at the following questions:  

• Who creates the demand for different forms of trafficking? 
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• What is the relationship between supply and demand?
• How will the regulation of demand help to stop human 

trafficking?

Readings  :  
The Slave Next Door. Chapter 6:  Eating, Wearing, Walking and 
Talking Slavery
Ending Slavery (Bales). Chapter 6:  Ending the (Product) Chain (On 
BLACKBOARD/FILES)
DEMAND:  A Comparative Examination of Sex Tourism and Trafficking  
in Jamaica, Japan, the Netherlands and the United States.  Available on 
BLACKBOARD/FILES or at 
http://sharedhope.org/files/DEMAND.pdf

Assignment:   Project Presentations as per guidelines

Week 9
March 28: PROSECUTION AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

Law enforcement officers are often the first-responders to reported 
instances of trafficking; as such, they are often the first to 

come into contact with trafficked persons.  Trained prosecutors 
working for the government as well as the private sector are 
responsible for bringing the traffickers to justice and obtaining 
justice for the victims. This class will discuss the critical role of 
law enforcement in eliminating human trafficking. 

Speaker: Human Trafficking Prosecutor
Readings:  Case Studies of Human Trafficking Prosecutions

Assignment:   Project Presentations as per guidelines

Week 10
April 4: PROTECTION AND ASSISTANCE FOR VICTIMS OF 

TRAFFICKING 

Removing a person from a situation of enslavement is only the 
beginning of a long process of recovery and restoration. This class 
will focus on the complex process of protecting and caring for 
victims of trafficking.  The discussion will focus on the special needs 
of victims of trafficking, recovery periods, residency and repatriation 
v. deportation; whose responsibility is it to care for victims, and 
challenges in caring for victims of trafficking.  

Readings:  
TBA
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Assignment:   Project Presentations as per guidelines

Week 11
April 11 THE ROLE OF CIVIL SOCIETY

The first abolitionist movement in Great Britain in the 18th Century was launched 
not by the government but by a small group of private citizens 
committed to ending slavery.  The Anti-Slavery Society, now knows 
as Anti-Slavery International, was the world’s first non-profit 
organization.   This class will discuss the role of civil society in 
producing social change in general, and in the anti-trafficking arena in 
particular. 

Guest Speaker:  Representative from local NGO

Case Study:  Craig’s List and the Washington Post: The legitimacy 
of demand. 

Readings: TBA

Assignment:   Project Presentations as per guidelines

Week 12
April 18: CRITICAL CHALLENGES IN THE WAR AGAINST 

TRAFFICKING PART I:

Combating trafficking in human beings involves extremely pragmatic considerations. 
However, it also challenges deeply held moral and ethical beliefs. 
This discussion will examine areas in which human trafficking require 
communities to understand their deeply held moral values and 
advocate for policies that are truly in the best interest of the majority. 

The Legalization of Prostitution:  A help or hindrance in efforts to eliminate 
trafficking in Persons?

New forms of TIP:  Surrogacy and egg harvesting.

Readings:  

TBA

Assignment: Discussion 4.  Students will post one argument related to the 
class topics and will respond to one other post. Posts will 
express an opinion on one of the discussed topics.  Responses 
will support or challenge other posts.  Netiquette guidelines 
will be respected. 
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Week 13
April 25: CRITICAL CHALLENGES IN THE WAR AGAINST 

TRAFFICKING PART II
The war against trafficking is impeded by a complex host of factors, which include 

politics, economic considerations and financial constraints.  This 
class will examine the importance of data collection in the 
development of cohesive and targeted anti-trafficking policies. The 
class will then examine the effectiveness of sanctions (as advocated in 
the USG TIP Report) and boycotts as means to eliminate trafficking. 

Readings:  
Chuang, Janie:  The United States as Global Sheriff:  Using Unilateral Sanctions to Combat  

Human Trafficking.  Michigan Journal of International Law. 
Vpol.27:437. May 3, 2006. (BLACKBOARD)

Human Trafficking: Better Data, Strategy and Reporting Needed to Enhance US Anti-
Trafficking Efforts Abroad.  US Government Accountability Office. July 
18, 2006. Available at: http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-06-825 

Human Trafficking:  Monitoring and Evaluation of International Projects are Limited, but  
Experts Suggest Improvements. US Government Accountability Office. 
July 26, 2007. Available at http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-07-
1034 

Mattar, Mohamed y. Comparative Models of Reporting Mechanisms on the State of Trafficking  
in Human Beings.  Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law. Available 
at http://www.protectionproject.org/wp-
content/uploads/2010/09/Vanderbiltreportingmechanismsarticle.pd
f and on BLACKBOARD.

Assignment: Discussion 5. Students will post one argument related to the 
class topics and will respond to one other post. Posts will 
express an opinion on one of the discussed topics.  Responses 
will support or challenge other posts.  Netiquette guidelines 
will be respected.

Week 14
April 27 (Designated Monday)

Where do we go from here? Concluding thoughts. 
Take-home questions will be distributed to students

May 2 FINAL TAKE HOME EXAMINATIONS DUE BY E-MAIL TO 
PROFESSOR NO LATER THAN MIDNIGHT
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